We consider so-called Toeplitz words which can be viewed as generalizations of one-way in nite periodic words. We compute their subword complexity, and show that they can always be generated by iterating periodically a nite number of morphisms. Moreover, we de ne a structural classi cation of Toeplitz words which is re ected in the way how they can be generated by iterated morphisms.
Introduction
Toeplitz introduced in 14] an iterative construction to de ne almost periodic functions on the real line. In 8] Jacobs and Keane modi ed this construction to de ne in nite words. Their motivation, however, was on topological aspects of words, in particular, on ergodic theory.
Starting from 13] these words, now referred to as Toeplitz words, have been considered from the combinatorial point of view. Surprising connections of these words to di erent combinatorial problems are discussed in 2]. The combinatorial research of Toeplitz words seems to have concentrated on a special case of our later classi cation, corresponding to so-called paperfolding words, cf. 2, 4, 12] .
The Toeplitz words we are considering here are de ned as follows: take an in nite periodic word w ! on the alphabet f?g, where ? corresponds to a hole. Fill the holes iteratively by substituting the word itself into the remaining holes. As the limit all holes are lled and an in nite word is de ned.
The goals of this paper are as follows. We intend to demonstrate that the above Toeplitz words are natural, and not too large, generalizations of periodic words. As a part of that we classify di erent types of Toeplitz words in terms of their subword complexity. We also point out connections between Toeplitz words and di erent types of iteration of morphisms, cf. 3, 10] .
More precisely, let us call the above Toeplitz word (p; q)-Toeplitz word, if the length of the pattern, that is jwj, is p, and if it contains q holes. We show that (i) if q = 1, then the word can be generated by iterating a morphism; (ii) if q divides p, then it can be generated by iterating a morphism, and then mapping the result by another morphism (or, in fact, by a coding); and (iii) otherwise, i.e. if q does not divide p, it can be generated by iterating periodically q morphisms. In each of the above cases the word can be periodic, as we shall see. However, we are able to characterize when this takes place, and moreover, we can show that if this is not the case, then the subword complexity of a word in case (i) or (ii) is (n) and in case (iii) is (n r ) where r = log(p=d) log(p=q) with d equal to the greatest common divisor of p and q. Consequently the growth of the subword complexity does not depend on the pattern itself, that is on w, but on p and q only, assuming that the in nite word is not periodic. This is an evidence that Toeplitz words re ect the periodicity properties of words.
We want to nish this introduction with the following comment. As we said Toeplitz words were introduced when studying properties of real functions. Their natural environment, however, is that of words, and we believe they provide most elegant results on this area. This is exactly the same as what happened to the well known periodicity lemma of Fine and Wilf, cf. 6]: it was introduced for real functions, but became really fundamental in connection with words, cf. 11]!
Basic De nitions
For a nite alphabet , let , + and ! denote the sets of all nite, nite non-empty, and one-way in nite words over , respectively. We call an in nite word w 2 ! periodic or ultimately periodic, if it can be written in the form w = v ! or w = uv ! for some nite words u and v.
Let ? be a letter not in . For a word w 2 ( f?g) let
where F w (u), de ned for any u 2 ( f?g) ! , is the word obtained from w ! by replacing the sequence of all occurrences of ? by u; in particular F w (u) = w ! if w contains no ?.
Clearly,
is well-de ned, and it is referred to as the Toeplitz word determined by the pattern w. Let p = jwj and q = jwj ? be the length of w and the number of ?'s in w, respectively. Then we call T(w) a (p; q)-Toeplitz word.
The above de nition emphasizes the iterative nature of Toeplitz words. There exists another equivalent de nition, which points out the selfreading nature of these words: let w 2 ( f?g) as above; we de ne a sequence of in nite words I i (w) as follows: I 0 (w) = w ! and I i (w) is the word obtained from I i?1 (w) by replacing the rst occurrence of ? in I i?1 (w) by the i-th letter of I i?1 (w).
Then, clearly,
and it is a straightforward consequence of the de nitions that
Note that in the process of de ning I(w) holes are lled one by one by reading the pre x of I(w). Consequently, I(w) is selfreading in the same sense as the Kolakoski word, cf. 9, 3].
We proceed with a few examples. We conclude this section by pointing out that Toeplitz words indeed possess certain kinds of periodicity properties. Consider a (p; q)-Toeplitz word T(w). Hence the length of w is p and it contains q holes. Further let us call the word T i (w) in (1) the i-th iterate of w. Of course each T i (w) is a word over f?g, and moreover it is periodic in this alphabet. We can easily compute a period of T i (w) as well as the number of holes in it: if u has a period of length a containing b holes, then F w (u) has a period of length pa containing qb holes. Repeating inductively we conclude, by the iterative de nition of the Toeplitz word, that T i (w) has a period of length p i having exactly q i holes.
It follows that with the exception of q i positions, T(w) is periodic with a period of length p i . Moreover, the ratio between the numbers of non-xed and xed positions in this period tends to zero very rapidly. Consequently, Toeplitz words are really, in a sense, natural extensions of periodic words. Moreover, note that the above considerations do not depend on the word w itself, nor on its alphabet , but only on the numbers p and q. Note also that, as is easy to see, if p and q are relative primes then the period we computed for T i (w) is its smallest period.
It follows from above that Toeplitz words are uniformly recurrent in the sense of ergodic theory, cf. 7], i.e. for each number k there exists a constant n(k) such that whenever u with length k occurs as a factor in T(w), then it occurs in any factor of T(w) of length n(k).
Toeplitz Words and Iteration of Morphisms
In this section we show that all Toeplitz words can be obtained by iterating morphisms in a suitable way. Moreover, this allows to classify Toeplitz words.
Let w be a (p; q)-Toeplitz word. We de ne three di erent cases as follows: (i) q = 1, i.e. Toeplitz words of type (p; 1); (ii) q divides p, i.e. Toeplitz words of type (tq; q); (iii) q does not divide p.
Next we de ne three di erent ways of iterating morphisms corresponding to the above classi cation. We recall that a DOL word 2 ! is a word which is a xed point of a morphism, i. (4) Clearly, the mapping h above is a simple case of a deterministic GSM.
It is well known that there are CDOL words which are neither DOL words nor p-DOL words. On the other hand, to nd a p-DOL word which is not a CDOL is not that easy. The existence of such words was proved in 10], and we shall obtain a new proof for that as a corollary of Theorem 5. Now we are ready for our results of this section. Note that as jh(a)j = p for all a 2 , h is a uniform morphism.
Theorem 2. Every Toeplitz word of type (tq; q) is a CDOL word. Proof. Let the pattern be w = w 1 : : :w t with jw 1 j = jw 2 j = = jw t j = q.
Further for each i = 1; : : : ; t, let w i be the word obtained from w i by lling its holes in the generation of T(w). Finally let T(w) = w 1 w 2 w 3 : : :
with j w i j = tq for i 1. Then it follows that, for i = 1; : : : ; t, w i is obtained from w by lling its holes with the letters of w i . Or more generally, consecutive blocks of T(w) of length q determine consecutive blocks of T(w) of length tq.
Therefore we are guided to de ne a morphism h: ( q ) ! ( q ) by the condition: h(a 1 : : :a q ) is the word obtained from w by lling its holes on letters a 1 ; : : : ; a q in this order, viewed as a word of length t on the alphabet q .
It follows that
where f : ( q ) ! is the morphism satisfying f(a 1 : : :a q ) = a 1 : : :a q :
Consequently, we have proved that T(w) can be generated by iterating a uniformly growing morphism, and by mapping the result by another morphism. To get a CDOL system, we have to replace the nal morphism by a letter-to-letter one; it is a general result that this can always be done, but in this particular case a simpler direct construction is possible. Assume on the contrary that w is a xed point of a morphismh. Clearly, h(1) is a pre x of w, and it is di erent from 1, 11 and 111. Therefore h(1) = 111u for some non-empty word u; then 111u111u is a pre x of w, and the form of w implies that the length of 111u is divisible by 4. Consequently, by the selfreading de nition of w both the rst and second half of 111u de ne the same word, namely 111u. Hence we can write 111u = 111u 0 111u 0 . Now, we can proceed by induction and conclude that w contains a pre x 11121112, a contradiction.
Actually, we believe that typically Toeplitz words of Theorem 2 are not DOL words.
Our last result shows that all Toeplitz words we have been considering are p-DOL words for some p. This extension is, however, necessary since as an application of the subword complexity results of Section 5 we see that there are Toeplitz words which are not CDOL words. where h is de ned as in (4) and a 1 denotes the rst letter of w 0 .
Periodic Toeplitz Words
As we said, in each case of our classi cation of Toeplitz words we can obtain periodic words, cf. Example 1. In the case of one hole this is possible only if the alphabet is unary. The goal of this section is to characterize when a Toeplitz word is periodic. Theorem 4 states that it is su cient to examine a short pre x of a Toeplitz word to check if it is periodic: Proof. By induction on n, we prove that T(w) and v ! have same pre x of length n for every n 2 N: the property holds for n p, as T(w) has same pre x of length p as v ! ; suppose that the pre xes of length n?1 of T(w) and v ! are the same, with n > p. Let n = kp + i, 1 i p. If the i-th letter of w is not a hole, then the n-th letter of T(w) is equal to this letter and also to the i-th letter of T(w). Otherwise, suppose the i-th letter of w is the j-th hole, with 1 j q. Then the n-th letter of T(w) is equal to the (kq + j)-th letter of T(w), which in turn is equal to the j-th letter of T(w), as kq+j n?1 and T(w) is d-periodic up to this point; then this letter lls the j-th hole in w ! , i.e is equal to the i-th letter of T(w). In both cases we conclude that this letter is the same as the i-th and n-th letters of v ! .
We now need some notations: Let us denote by u n the n-th letter of the Toeplitz word T(w), and by p 0 and q 0 the quotients p 0 = p d and q 0 = q d . Letw be the word in ( fh 1 ; : : : ; h q g) obtained from w by replacing the j-th hole by the symbol h j . Let w i be the i-th letter inw. We de ne a directed graph G with d + # vertices labelled by the numbers 1; : : : ; d and the letters of , and at most p edges de ned as follows: there is an edge from the number i to the letter x whenever there is an integer k such that w kd+i = x; and there is an edge from the number i to the number j whenever there are integers k and l such that w kd+i = h ld+j . Let i , for 1 i d, be the set of letters x in such that there is a directed path from i to x in G. Note that i is never empty. it holds when the n-th letter in w ! is not a hole (in particular when n = 1) as there is then a path of length 1 from i to u n in G; suppose that it holds for every n less than m, and suppose that the m-th letter in w ! is a hole; then the m-th letter inw ! is some h kd+j , with 1 j d, and there is an edge in G from i to j, where i = m (mod d).
Then u m = u b m p cq+kd+j , with b m p cq + kd + j < m; by the induction hypothesis this letter is in j , hence also in i because of the edge from i to j.
We then prove the last part of Lemma 2, which implies that every letter in i actually occurs in the subsequence. By induction on l, we prove that if there is a path of length l from i to x then there is some k such that 8n; u ndp 0l +kd+i = x.
it holds for l = 1, with k such that w kd+i + x; suppose that it holds for l ? 1, and that there is a path of length l form i to x, starting with an edge from i to j, followed by a path of length l ? 1 form j to x. Then by the induction hypothesis there is k 0 such that 8n; u ndp 0l?1 +k 0 d+j = x. Let k 00 such that w k 00 d+i = h k 000 d+j . Then u np+k 00 d+i = u nq+k 000 d+j . By Bezout's theorem, there are two integers and such that p 0 l?1 +k 0 = q 0 +k 000 , as p 0 l?1 and q 0 are coprime. Let k = p 0 + k 00 . Then u ndp 0l +kd+i = u np 0l?1 p+ p+k 00 d+i = u np 0l?1 q+ q+k 000 d+j = u (nq 0 + )dp 0l?1 +l 0 d+j = x.
In particular, Lemma 2 provides a useful criterium for testing whether T(w) is d-periodic or not: Let's now prove the other part of the theorem. Suppose that T(w) is periodic, with minimal period t. Then lcm(t; p) is also a period of T(w); and as T(w) is xed by the transformation that keeps only the letters at the same position as a hole in w ! , then q p lcm(t; p) is also a period of T(w). Therefore gcd(t; q p lcm(t; p)) = lcm(t;p) p gcd(gcd(t; p); q) = t gcd(t;d) gcd(t;p) is also a period of T(w). As gcd(t;d) gcd(t;p) 1 and t is minimal, this is only possible if gcd(t; p) = gcd(t; d). Let t 0 = t gcd(t;d) , so that t 0 d is a period and gcd(t 0 ; p 0 ) = 1. Let now x and y be two elements of i . According to Lemma 2, there are integers l, k, k 0 such that for all n, u ndp 0l +kd+i = x and u ndp 0l +k 0 d+i = y. By Bezout's theorem, there are two integers and such that t 0 + k = p 0 l + k 0 , as t 0 and p 0 l are coprime. Then x = u kd+i = u t 0 d+kd+i = u dp 0l +k 0 d+i = y, which shows that i has only one element. By the criterium above (Lemma 3) T(w) is therefore d-periodic.
Complexity of Toeplitz Words
In this section we compute the subword complexity of Toeplitz words. We recall that the subword complexity, or brie y complexity, of an in nite word u is the function p u : N ! N such that p u (n) = the number of factors of u of length n:
Recently quite a lot of research has been done on this eld, cf. 1].
It follows from our Theorems 1 and 2, by a result in 5], that for our rst two cases of Toeplitz words, i.e. when the number of holes divides the length of the pattern, the subword complexity is linear. In this section we show that arbitrary Toeplitz words have polynomial complexity, or more precisely: Theorem 5. Let T(w) be a non-periodic (p; q)-Toeplitz word, and de ne d = gcd(p; q), p 0 = p d , q 0 = q d . Then the complexity p(n) of T(w) satis es p(n) = (n r ) with r = log p 0 log p 0 ?log q 0 , i.e. there exist two positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that C 1 n r < p(n) < C 2 n r for every n > 0.
In order to simplify the proof of Theorem 5, we rst show that it is su cient to study Toeplitz words with two additional properties.
Lemma 4. Let T(w) be a non-periodic Toeplitz word. Then there exist two patterns w 00 and z such that T(w) = F z (T(w 00 )) and (i) each of the sets i associated to the pattern w 00 has at least two elements; (ii) w 00 is a primitive word.
Moreover, the pattern w 00 satis es jw 00 j < jwj and jw 00 j?
jw 00 j = jwj?
jwj . The complexities p(n) and p 00 (n) of T(w) and T(w 00 ) are linked: p(n) = (n r ) if and only if p 00 (n) = (n r ).
Proof. We rst construct a pattern w 0 satisfying (i), then we reduce it to a primitive word w 00 . There is therefore a t such that u (t+t 0 )q+ld+j = x and 0 t < p 0 d : then the (tp + i)-th letter of v is equal to x, as tp + i n 0 . As # j 2, this shows that the letters v i ; v p+i ; : : : ; v tp+i ; : : : are not all equal. Looking at these letters, 6 
Concluding Remarks
We have considered one-way in nite Toeplitz words over a nite alphabet. We recalled the fact that they provide a natural generalization of periodicity, and also pointed out a new evidence on that. Namely, by Theorem 5, the complexity of a Toeplitz word de ned by a pattern of a certain length p and with a certain number q of holes is independent of this pattern, but depends only on p and q, provided that the Toeplitz word is not periodic.
Our main concern was, in one hand, to classify di erent types of Toeplitz words in terms of possibilities of de ning them by iterated morphisms, and on the other hand, to compute the complexity of Toeplitz words.
We noted that the relative sizes of the above p and q play an important role here. In general, Toeplitz words can be generated by iterating periodically a nite number of morphisms. If there is only one hole, that is q = 1, then one morphism is enough. An interesting in-between case occurs when p divides q. Then one morphism is enough if after the iteration another one is allowed to translate the result, but as pointed out in Example 5 this other morphism is necessary.
Also in the case of complexity of Toeplitz words p and q are important. When computing the complexity in Theorem 5 we at the same time introduced a new possibility for the complexity of in nite words, cf. 1]. Moreover, Theorem 5 allows to reprove a result of Lepist o in 10]: there exist q-DOL words that are not CDOL. Namely, taking p = 5 and q = 3 as in Example 7, we obtain a Toeplitz word having the complexity more than quadratic, and hence by a result in 5] it cannot be generated by iterating a single morphism and then applying another one to the result.
